Key Features
	
Wireless connections
	
Ambu intubation head
	
The rigidity of the chest is adjustable
	
Airways open only when head is
correctly extended
	
Jaw trust possible
	
PC compatible
	
Training mat integrated in the carrying bag

Ambu® Airway Man W + I
The Ambu Airway Man is a highly developed
instruction- and training manikin that provides a
remarkably lifelike representation of the human
anatomy, particularly those features important to
training in modern resuscitation.
Connection free
The Ambu Airway Man does not need cables or
wires, which means it can be placed away from
computers and power supplies. This gives a great
amount of freedom while training and because
there are no wires or cables lying around it gives an
even more realistic scenario.

Version I:
The AmbuMan I (Instrument) models are equipped
with a mechanical monitoring instrument showing
effectiveness of the resuscitation, including results
achieved for ventilation volume and depth of external
chest compression. Moreover it indicates any
stomach inflation and incorrect hand positioning.

Mechanical Instrument
Version W:
The AmbuMan W (Wireless) models are equipped
with a mechanical monitoring instrument as well as
digital sensors showing effectiveness of the
resuscitation. It also shows results achieved for
insufflations volume and depth of external chest
compression, as well as it indicates any stomach
inflation and incorrect hand positioning.
AmbuMan W models can be connected to a
computer through USB or WLAN using the Ambu
CPR-Software for a more detailed analysis of the
performed resuscitation.
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Accessories
Arms complete
Arms, legs, jogging suit trousers
and bag
Jogging suit jacket
Jogging suit trousers
Legs with trousers
Carrying bag

234 000 704
234 000 706
234 000 790
234 000 792
234 000 786
234 000 794

Material
Basic unit
Instrument part
Skull
Chest, face

Polyethylene
ABS plastic
PVC, hard
PVC, soft

Ambu Airway Man with an AuraOnce

13 kg

Total length:
Torso

80 cm

Ordering Information
Ambu Airway Man I, Torso
Ambu Airway Man W, Torso with CPR-Software
Upgrade Kit - Full Body
Upgrade Kit - Arms

Bag for Ambu Airway Man

A 284 224 000
A 284 327 000
234 000 706
234 000 704
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Specifications
Torso with carrying case

